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PRIZES

Brown & Buzelow Purchase Prize of Five Hundred Dollars for a painting in the exhibition to be purchased for The Art Institute, awarded to:
1922 W. Russell Flint, London Wet Sands, Benburb
1923 W. Emerson Hoiland The shelter, Tampa Bay
1923 C. Earl Heter Nude
1924 J. Scott Williams A pool in Shemara Cinn
1925 Kay Nielsen Shemredin and Nuredin in Egypt

Richard A. Eickhart Purchase Prize of Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars for the best painting by an American artist, awarded to:
1922 Frank Snapp A reflection

Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Logan Purchase Prize of Two Hundred Dollars, for purchase or award, as an incentive to American painters working in water color, exhibiting at The Art Institute, awarded to:
1922 John F. Francis The Coulert Haus, Provencetown
1923 Laura Knight Readers and bathers
1924 W. Emerson Hoiland The Road from Clunet
1925 Caleb Winsholt A Mountain Farm
1926 Robert Beige Orchestra, Siam

Charles E. Kemper Purchase Prize of One Hundred Dollars for a meritorious water color awarded to:
1922 George Pescos Esler - Home port
1923 John E. Costigan Sheep at the gate

William H. Tuttle Purchase Prize of One Hundred Dollars for a meritorious work in pure water color, awarded to:
1922 Clifford Animus Cottages in Wales
1923 George Elmer Browne Tahiti, Marquesas
1924 John E. Costigan Boy with goats
1925 Richard F. Lawry Barbary Thraces
1926 Paul L. Gill Low Tide
CATALOGUE

AMERICAN

YARNALL ABBOTT

1 THE THREE SISTERS

WAYMAN ADAMS

2 COURTSHIP
3 DOORWAY, NEW ORLEANS
4 GOSHP
5 THE VISIT

CHARLES AVERY AIKEN

6 THE OLDEST HOUSE

HAROLD A. ALLAN

7 THE SURVIVOR

G. BRADFORD ASHWORTH

8 LOS CERROS, NEW MEXICO

SALCIA BAHNC

9 PORTRAIT

ARTHUR BEAUMONT

10 MORNING, GLOUCESTER
11 NET MENDING

ELY BEHAR

12 BAPTIST GREEN, ROCKPORT, MASSACHUSETTS

HILDA BELCHER

13 THE PANTRY SHELVES
GEORGE BELLOWS
14 STREET SCENE

GEORGE BIDDLE
15 CUBA; PROVINCE OF ORIENTE, NO. 1
16 CUBA; PROVINCE OF ORIENTE, NO. 2
17 CUBA; PROVINCE OF ORIENTE, NO. 3

CARROLL BILL
18 LITTLE HOUSE BY THE ROAD
19 OLD-TIME NEW ENGLAND

ROSINA C. BOARDMAN
20 HER DUTCH GRANDMOTHER

ARNE BODHOLDT
21 AT REST

KATE BACON BOND
22 JACK WILSON

RUTHERFORD BOYD
23 THE LITTLE DRYAD

FRANK A. BROWN
24 THE DYE SHOP

GEORGE ELMER BROWNE
25 A GATEWAY IN TOLEDO
26 FOOT BRIDGE, ONDARROA
27 RIVER AT ONDARROA

JOHN F. CARLSON
28 RUSTIC CASTLES
H. CARNOHAN

29 THE ROAD OUT OF TOWN

EDA NEMOEDE CASTERTON
30 ISABEL

JAMES CHAPIN
31 ASH CANS AND DERRICKS
32 MAN SHARPENING A SCYTHE

J. FLOYD CLYMER
33 THE COMING STORM
34 THE ICE FISHERMEN
35 VILLAGE ON THE Humber
36 WINTER IN BAY OF ISLANDS

ALPHAeus P. COLE
37 SELF PORTRAIT

McVEY COTHER
38 RHODODENDRON

BEATRICE LARIS CUMING
37 SUNNY MONDAY

ELEANOR PARKE CUSTIS
40 A STORE IN WISCASSET

EDWIN L. DAHLBERG
41 PONT MARIE, PARIS
JULIUS DELBOS
42 A DEVONSHIRE VALLEY
43 SHADOWS
44 THE BRIDGE AT ESPALION

GUY PÈNE DU BOIS
45 AFTER THE PARTY
46 NUDES

JOHN J. DULL
47 WEST PHILADELPHIA ROW

GEORGE PEARSE ENNS
48 LAST PORT OUT, NEWFOUNDLAND
49 OLD CHATEAU, ST. PIERRE
50 STREET IN ST. PIERRE
51 THE GOMPS
52 WAITING FOR THE BREEZE
53 WOMEN PACKING FISH

ROBERT LEE ESKRIDGE
34 REDOUN WOMEN AT GABES
35 CARTHAGE
36 KHAIROUAN
37 MOHAMMEDAN CEMETARY, KHAIROUAN
38 SOURH LES ETOFFES, TUNIS
39 ST. MARIA, VENICE

ALEXANDER FALKOWSKI
60 BOX CARE BELOW

RALPH FANNING
61 RANCHOS, TAOS
WALTER FARNDON

62 FISH DOCK

EDGAR FORKNER

63 ANEMONES

HANS FOY

64 DRAWING IN PASTEL

J. TOWNSEND FUNK

65 RICHARD

66 STUDY

SEARS GALLAGHER

67 ROUGH DAY, MONHEGAN

ELIZA D. GARDINER

68 THE ONLOOKER

69 WATERFALL

WILLIAM J. GLACKENS

70 A RIVER SHORE

PAUL L. GILL

71 AT THE FISHERY

72 BOATS

73 HOMES OF THE FISHERMEN

74 LOW TIDE

75 OLD BOAT, HIGH POINT

76 SPRAY BEACH

BERTRAM A. GOODMAN

78 SPORT OF THE MANDARINS

LLOYD C. GRISCOM

79 HADLEY HARBOR

80 THE WATERFALL
EMILY GROOM
81 ESSEX RIVER
82 ESSEX, WINTER
83 FISHERMAN’S SHANTY
84 THE MILL, WINTER
85 ZINNIAS AND A FEW TEAPOTS

LILIAN WESTCOTT HALE
86 1868
87 A BOOK OF VERSES
88 ON CHRISTMAS DAY IN THE MORNING
89 STUDY FOR PORTRAIT
90 STUDY FOR PORTRAIT

ROBERT HALLOWELL
91 THROUGH THE PINE, ST. TROPEZ

GEORGE “POP” HART
92 OYSTER BOATS, NEW ORLEANS
93 TAHI CHILDREN

BERTRAM HARTMAN
94 MOUNTAIN CHAPEL
95 SAILS, WINES, FISH
96 ST. TROPEZ
97 VILLAGE CHURCH IN MONTAFON

FRANK HAZELL
98 THE VILLAGE

W. EMERTON HEITLAND
99 CONNECTICUT WOODS
100 JUNGLE WOMAN
101 NEW ENGLAND DINING ROOM
102 NEW ENGLAND GRAVEYARD
103 PORTRAIT OF G. ROBERT LOWING
104 THE GIRL WITH THE YELLOW SHAWL
105 THE RED MILL
106 WINTER MORNING
EUGENE HIGGINS
107 CALWAY MEN

J. LARS HOFTRUP
108 BISERA
109 MARTIGUE
110 SAILS OF THE ORIENT

CHARLES HOPKINSON
111 IN SCOTLAND
112 THE SEINE

LOWELL Houser
113 CHAPALA, MEXICO
114 YOUNG MAN WITH HAT

FELICIE WALDO HOWELL
115 LOWER MANHATTAN, THE WATERFRONT

LUCY W. Hurry
116 THE DANCERS

WILLIAM KAT
117 OLD FACTORY ON THE HARLEM RIVER

H. G. KELLER
118 BULL FIGHT

THOMAS M. KEMPf
119 PORTRAIT

ROCKWELL KENT
120 KNEELING GIRL
121 MAN
122 SNOW QUEEN
123 WOMAN
STELLA MacLEAN

141 TUESDAY MORNING
142 ROOFTOPS IN MONDAY SUN

JOHN MARIN

143 CROCKET ISLAND, MAINE
144 DELAWARE COUNTRY, PENNSYLVANIA
145 GREEN HEAD, STONINGTON, MAINE
146 GREY SEA, MAINE
147 HOUSE, MAINE
148 ISLANDS, MAINE
149 LANDSCAPE, NO. 1
150 LANDSCAPE, NO. 2
151 LOWER MANHATTAN, NO. 1
152 LOWER MANHATTAN, NO. 2
153 MAINE
154 MAINE LANDSCAPE, NO. 1
155 MAINE LANDSCAPE, NO. 2
156 MAINE LANDSCAPE, NO. 3
157 MOVEMENT, MAINE
158 ROCKS AND SEA, MAINE
159 SEA AND BOAT, MAINE
160 SEA AND LAND, MAINE
161 STONINGTON, MAINE, NO. 1
162 STONINGTON, MAINE, NO. 2
163 THE LITTLE CRAFT, MAINE
164 THE LITTLE TREE, MAINE
165 THE RED SUN, BROOKLYN BRIDGE
166 THE TUG, LOWER MANHATTAN
167 THE SEA, MAINE, NO. 1
168 THE SEA, MAINE, NO. 2
169 TREE AND BARN, MAINE
170 TREE, TYROL
171 TYROL, NO. 1
172 TYROL, NO. 2

SAMUEL A. MARX

173 IN THE COURT OF THE PASHA, FEZ
174 IN THE BAZAAR, FEZ
175 THE BAB DUKALA, MARRAKECH, MOROCCO
175 THE BAB GUESSA, FEZ, MOROCCO
177 THE CITY OF FEZ
178 THE ENTRANCE TO THE MELLAH, MARRAKECH
179 THE GATES OF MULAI ISMAIL, MARRAKECH
180 THE MARKET PLACE, MARRAKECH
181 THE MOSQUE OF THE ANDALOUS, FEZ
182 THE RUG MARKET, MARRAKECH, MOROCCO

GARI MELCHERS

183 NUDE BENDING
184 SLUMBER

DOROTHY MEREDITH

185 THE OUTSKIRTS

GLEN MITCHELL

186 GIARDINI BOBOLI, FIRENZE
187 CAFE DU DOME, PARIS
188 CAMPANILE, FIRENZE
189 CANALE GIUDICEA, VENEZIA
190 GRANADA, VIGZO
191 LA GIUDICEA, VENEZIA
192 LA GIUDICEA, VENEZIA
193 LE LONG DE LA SEINE, PARIS
194 OMBRAGES DE LONG DE LA SEINE, PARIS
195 PONT NEUF, PARIS
196 PONTE Nomentana, ROMA
197 PUERTA JUDICIAL, ALGEBRABRA
198 PUERTA ROMANA, BONDA
199 RIVAGE DU NICE
200 S. BONAFRIENDA, PALENTINO, ROMA
201 SAN MAURIZIO, VENEZIA
202 SUSPIROS DE ESPANA
203 UNA SEÑORITA, GRANADA

J. M. MITCHELL

204 NUDE STUDY
205 SUN SPLASH

F. LUIS MORA
CHRISTOPHER MURPHY
206 NEGRO CABINS AT SAVANNAH

NELLY LITTLEHALE MURPHY
207 CONNECTICUT RIVER
208 PURPLE GRAPES
209 WHITE GRAPES
210 ZINNAS

LLOYD B. MYERS
211 MELROSE ABBEY, ENGLAND
212 NOTRE DAME ET PETIT PONT, PARIS
213 PORTE DE BOURGOGNE, MORET, FRANCE

EDITH K. NAGLER
214 BACK YARDS

GEORGE LAURENCE NELSON
215 BEATRICE

JOHN W. NORTON
216 CHURCH, HONFLEUR
217 GATE DE GRACE
218 HONFLEUR
219 QUAI, ST. CATHERINE
220 SAILS AND NETS
221 THE ROAD TO DIEPPE

HERMAN PALMER
222 PEACOCKS

MARGARET J. PATTERTON
223 CAPRI SUNLIGHT
224 SPRING IN ITALY
225 STREET IN ANACAPRI
226 THE VALLEY URSO
RAYMOND PERRY
227 VIOLIN MAKER AND PLAYER

JANE PETEISON
228 COURT OF SULIEMANE MOSQUE, CONSTANTINOPLE

FRITZ PFEIFFER
229 OLD STREET, ROUEN, FRANCE

HEINRICH PFEIFFER
230 MORNING LIGHT

D. PINTNER
231 MR. McCULLOCH

FREDERICK VICTOR POOLE
232 LIGHT ON THE WATER
233 MORNING
234 THE LITTLE HARBOR
235 THE OLD PIER
236 THE STABLE BOY

WALTER W. QUIRT
237 WATER COLOR NO. 1
238 WATER COLOR NO. 3

SAUL RASKIN
239 SYNAGOGUE OVER JERUSALEM

CHARLES H. RICHERT
240 ON THE DUNDEE ROAD, N. H.

ROBERT RIGGS
241 DANCERS DRESSING, SIAM
242 DYERS, SIAM
243 ORCHESTRA, SIAM
244 PRIESTS CHANTING, SIAM
ALDEN L. RIPLEY
245 CORNER ON THE RUE CARBA, ALGER
246 MARKET STREET IN ALGER

CHAUNCEY F. RYDER
247 CAERWIN FALLS

PHILIP AYER SAWYER
248 THE CHURCH OF THE CHATEAU

ALICE SCHILLE
249 EARLY MARKET

WILLIAM S. SCHWARTZ
250 STUDY OF A FEMALE NUDE

JANET LAURA SCOTT
251 GREEN DOOR, BOOTHBAY

GERRIT V. SINCLAIR
252 DEEP RIVER, INDIANA
253 HARBOR, EARLY MORNING
254 HILL TOP
255 PUMPING STATION, DUNES
256 THE DUNES
257 THE ROAD

FREDERICK R. SISSON
258 DOUARNENEZ
259 SARDEINE BOATS

WILLIAM STARKWEATHER
260 THE EMPTY SEA

ROBERT SWITZER
261 INTERIOR
EDWARD J. F. TIMMONS
262 TREE EFFECTS

BRADLEY WALKER TOMLIN
263 TULIPS

GEORGE DEWEY TRIMMER
264 SILVER ROSES AND FREESIAS

SARAH A. TURLE
265 COLONEL THOMAS HAMMOND
266 MRS. WHARTON SINGER
267 OLCOTT GATES
268 THE GREEN FROCK
269 THE PERSIAN SHAWL

FAY TURPIN
270 BOAT BUILDERS, PISA, ITALY
271 NOCTURNE, FLORENCE, ITALY

ROBERT WADE
272 NORBHAM CASTLE
273 ON THE NEW ENGLAND COAST

FRED WAGNER
274 THE BATHERS, ATLANTIC CITY

ARMAND WARGNY
275 ON THE WHARFS

HARRY WETHERALD
276 5 P. M.
277 THE HERMIT

WALTER LOUIS WHITE
278 THE STORM
WILLIAM J. WHITTEMORE
279 SKY LINE TRAIL, MT. RAINIER

JOHN WHORF
280 CORSICAN HILLS
281 FROM A VILLA NEAR MARSEILLE
282 NEAR BAGNOLO, CORSICA
283 THE GREEN DOOR, MOROCCO

GAYLORD F. WILKINSON
284 LILY PADS

EDWARD K. WILLIAMS
285 EDGEHILL

J. SCOTT WILLIAMS
286 NAIADE
287 THE OLD PAGAN
288 THE BEAR MOUNTAIN BRIDGE

CALEB WINSHOLTZ
289 BUILDING THE BRIDGE
290 HOMES ALONG THE CREEK
291 MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE
292 THE HOG FARM
293 THE HOUSE WITH GREEN SHUTTERS

STAN WOOD
294 IN BACK OF 2717
295 VILLAGE STREET

STANLEY W. WOODWARD
296 TROPICAL STORM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalogue Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>297</td>
<td>ALBERT WORCESTER CALLE D' ORO, CHIOGGIA G. WRIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>CALLE SCOPICA, CHIOGGIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA RICHARD CARR YOUNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>SOUTHERN MOON DRAWING OF MAN LYING DOWN RICHARD CARR YOUNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>DRAWING OF PROFILE RICHARD CARR YOUNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302</td>
<td>PROFILE RICHARD CARR YOUNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>CANADIAN ANDRE LAPINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304</td>
<td>JOVIAL LAUGH DANISH CURT LUTTICHAU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>THE FACTORY ENGLISH ALASTAIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306</td>
<td>CAMELLE EDMUND BLAMPED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307</td>
<td>DEATH OF SALOME EDMUND BLAMPED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308</td>
<td>THE BOUQUET EDMUND BLAMPED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309</td>
<td>THE PAINT EDMUND BLAMPED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>JERSEY CIDER EDMUND BLAMPED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>VLAINE FARMERS EDMUND BLAMPED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. DOROTHY COHEN
312 BLUE AND SCARLET
313 VENUS AND LAMB

HESKETH HUBBARD
314 DORDRECHT

P. H. JOWETT
315 WESTMOORLAND FARM

C. R. MACKINTOSH
316 COLLOMBE (PYRENEES ORIENTALES)

ROBERT J. ENRAGHT MOONY
317 HARVEST
318 SPRING IN THE SHANNON VALLEY, LIMERICK

SIR WILLIAM OPEN
319 MAXIMILIAN FINDS LAURENCE

BARRY PITTAR
320 MARIA DELLA SALUTE, VENICE

LEONARD RICHMOND
321 LAKE O'HARA, CANADIAN ROCKIES
322 THE MOUNTAINS OF ELDON, NEAR BANFF, CANADIAN ROCKIES

CHARLES SIMS
323 BALLOONS
324 CHILD AT WINDOW
325 CHILD DRINKING
326 CHILD WITH FLOWERS
327 GRIEF
328 LITTLE GIRL IN A TREE
329 LORD BALFOUR
330 MOTHER AND CHILD
331 MOTHERHOOD
332 PLAY
333 PORTRAIT
334 ROSES
335 SIR PHILIP BASOON'S BALLROOM WITH LADY
    CHOLMONDELEY
336 SUMMER
337 SUNLIGHT
338 THE BATHER
339 THE COCKATOO
340 THE DEATH OF THE YEAR
341 THE FISHERMAN
342 THE GARDEN
343 THE NECKLACE
344 THE TERRACE
345 THE TORTOISE
346 THE WINDOW
347 TWO BOYS

    JOHN YOUNG-HUNTER

348 TEA TIME

    FRENCH

    HONORE DAUMIER
349 CONVERSATION

    JEAN LOUIS FORAIN
350 A MATTER OF BUSINESS
351 MEN OF AFFAIRS

    ARISTIDE MAILLOL
352 NUDE, BACK
353 NUDE, BENDING
354 NUDE, PROFILE
355 NUDE, RECLINING
356 STUDY OF A NUDE
GERMAN

KARL ALEXANDER FLUEGEL
357 AUTUMN IN THE BAVARIAN WOOD
358 MOUNTAIN MAPLE

RAOUl FRANK
359 HARBOR OF GENOA
360 TEGERN LAKE

HANS HERRMANN
361 DOORDRECHT, HOLLAND
362 HARBOR OF ELBURG

ADALBERT HOLZER
363 MOUNTAIN CHAPEL, WINTER

CARL LANGHAMMER
364 POMPEII, THE FORUM

ADOLF MUNZER
365 BALTIC LANDSCAPE
366 BALTIC SHORE

HANS NEWMANN
367 THE VALLEY OF THE ISAR, NEAR MUNICH

ROSA F. PREVOT
368 THE SWING

CARL SCHWALBACH
369 CONSOLATION
HUNGARIAN
KOBOLY FULOP
370 THIRST

MIKLOS GASPAR
371 FIRST AID
372 PATROL FIGHT
373 RED CROSS AT WORK
374 RED CROSS ON MARCH

NORWEGIAN
SIGURD SKOU
375 FISH
376 FLOWERS AND FRUIT
377 VEGETABLES

RUSSIAN
BERNARD GUSSEW
378 AUTUMN

SCOTCH
ROBERT EADIE
379 OLD HOUSES, DUNDEE

ARCHIBALD B. IMRIE
380 BIGGAR UPLANDS
CHARLES NAPIER
381 EDINBURGH CASTLE

FRANCIS H. NEWBERY
382 TOIL

CHARLES OPPENHEIMER
383 WINDSOR CASTLE

E. A. TAYLOR
384 A KIRKCUDBRIGHT LANDSCAPE

JAMES WRIGHT
385 THE BAKEHOUSE CLOSE, EDINBURGH

SWEDISH

OSCAR BERGMAN
386 PINES IN SUNSHINE

C. GRUNDSTROM
387 PONTE DEL PARADISO, VENICE

HELMER MASOLLE
388 GIRL FROM THE NORTH

ROLF MELLSTROM
389 OTTERS IN SNOW
390 SHORE LAGOON
BIRGER SANDZEN

191. IN STAVANGER FJORD
192. TIMBERLINE LAKE.

GUSTAF THEODOR WALLIN

393. ARILD, SKÅNE, SWEDEN

SWISS

PAUL ALTHERR

394. STREET MOTIF
MODERN WATER COLORS BY A GROUP OF INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS IN THE ARTS CLUB GALLERY

395 LES ECUIERS VERTS  SERGE FERAT
396 LE PREMIER PAS  BRANCOUSH
397 BOXEURS  HELLEGEN
398 LA JEUNE ECUYERE  IRENE LAGUT
399 TROIS SIRENES  IRENE LAGUT
400 JEUNE FILLE  IRENE LAGUT
401 LE BAISER  IRENE LAGUT
402 LE LIVRE BLEU  HELENE PERROISIAT
403 LA VIERGE A L'HIRONDELLE  HELENE PERROISIAT
404 FLEURS  LAGLANNE
405 FRUITS  LAGLANNE
406 ROUTE  PAUL SIGNAC
407 LA GRUE  PAUL SIGNAC
408 PAIMPOL  PAUL SIGNAC
409 PETIT ANDELY  PAUL SIGNAC
410 CONCARNEAU  PAUL SIGNAC
411 BATEAUX  PAUL SIGNAC
412 VERRE  PAPAZOFF
413 NATURE MORTE  PAPAZOFF
414 NAISSANCE D'UN OSseau  PAPAZOFF
415 PRAIRIE ET VILLAGE  VLAMINCK
416 LA PLACE DE L'EGLISE  VLAMINCK
417 ARBRES  RAOUl DufY
418 PEINTURE  PRUNA
419 LE PECHEUR  PRUNA
420 ANGELIQUE  PRUNA
421 LE VOILE BLANC
422 GRECOQUE
423 TETE
424 AUTEUIL
425 CHEMINEE
426 ESPAGNOLES
427 LA GLACE
428 LA PRISONNIERE
429 TETE
430 APHRODITE
431 NATURE MORTE 1910
432 GROUPE DE FEMMES 1923
433 NATURE MORTE 1916
434 LA FENETRE
435 COIN DE RUE
436 REPAS
437 RUE DE SEYRES
438 AU JARDIN
439 CHEVAUX
440 ST-TROPEZ
441 LE PHARE
442 NU
443 NU
444 CHAMBRE D HOTEL
445 LA BANQUE
446 EGLISE DE VILLEJUIF
447 LES LAVANDERIES
448 LE VIEILHARD A L ANE
449 LA BAIE
450 LA BOUTEILLE DE RHUM

PRUNA
PRUNA
FOUJITA
FOUJITA
PICASSO
MARIE LAURENCIN
MARIE LAURENCIN
MARIE LAURENCIN
OEZERANS
JEAN PIERRON
ROBERT DELAUNAY
BONSO DELAUNAY
BONSO DELAUNAY
HERMINE DAVID
HERMINE DAVID
HERMINE DAVID
HERMINE DAVID
HERMINE DAVID
HERMINE DAVID
HERMINE DAVID
CHARLOTTE GARDIELLE
CHARLOTTE GARDIELLE
LAURENS
LAURENS
FRANS MASSEBEELE
FRANS MASSEBEELE
ELIE LASEAUX
MANDOLO
MANDOLO
GRIS
GRIS
THE PANTRY SHELVES
HILDA SELCHER
THE MILL, WINTER
EMILY GROOM
THE MOSQUE OF THE ANDALOUS, FEZ
SAMUEL A. MARX
A DEVONSHIRE VALLEY
JULIUS SELBOS
THE EMPTY SEA
WILLIAM STARKWEATHER